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Legal Accounting Software

Specialist Designed For Cloud Stand
Alone Legal Accounting System
Klyant is designed to harness every benefit the
cloud offers for law firms.
The only way this can be done is by using next gen
technology to solve the problems law firms face.

Trust & Ofﬁce Money Managed
In One System
Given the management of trust money is so
heavily regulated, it only makes sense that trust
money should be managed to the same
standard as firm money in the same accounting
system. Any other way is bound to lead to errors
and inefficiency.

ABA Rules Compliance
As Klyant is a specialist legal accounting system
regulatory compliance is made simple. Warnings
are provided if a user tries to overdraw the trust
account and all the reports you will need for
regulatory audits are available.

Disbursement/Expense Management
Users can account for expenses out of the office
and trust account correctly and with ease.
Linking expenses to the purchase ledger is very
straightforward.

DESIGNED
FOR CLOUD
SYSTEM
Next Gen Tech
Easy to use
Accessible on all
devices
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Expert Support
Telephone support is provided by specialist
legal bookkeepers meaning that users always
have somebody who has heard their question
and knows the answer on the end of the phone.

@klyantaccounts

Straightforward and
easy to use

PRESS RELEASE
Thursday, 14th February 2019
Irish cloud based legal accounting application launches in the North American market at
the ABA Techshow in Chicago
Klyant Legal Accounting Software will launch its next generation cloud based accounting
software for law firms in the North American market at the ABA Techshow which is taking
place between 27th February and 1st March 2019 at the Hyatt Regancy Chicago, 151 E
Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60601, USA
The system delivers a solution to the requirement to manage trust funds in accordance with
the relevant ABA Rules and at the same time accounts for operating funds in one
application. Many law firms either manage trust funds in a different system to their own
firm accounts or manipulate general business systems such as Quickbooks to try to
efficiently manage their client’s trust funds. Klyant provides the features expected of
modern day accounting systems in a cloud based application actually designed for law firms.
•
•
•
•

Klyant was launched in May 2016. Prior to launching Klyant the company provided
desktop accounting technologies to the legal industry.
Klyant is the market leading provider of accounting technology to the legal industry
in Ireland
The company entered the UK market in 2017 with an office in Manchester, England
Klyant has a deep integration with Clio practice management software

Commenting in advance of the company’s North American launch, John Gilmartin, CEO, said
“It has been a big goal of the company to launch in North America and we are all very
excited about this step in our growth plans. We know that Klyant can deliver huge time
savings to law firms currently struggling with inefficient accounting systems that were not
designed for the specific problems faced by the legal industry. Our customers demand the
benefits accounting technology can now provide and our focus is on delivering these to
them”.
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